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IX

Subject: Mathematics

General fnstructions:
1. All questions are compulsory
2. The question paper consists of 30 questions divided into four sections A, B, C and D.
Section-A comprises of 6 questions of I mark each; Section-B comprises of 6
questions of 2 marks each; Section-C comprises of 10 questions of3 marks each and
Section-D comprises of 8 questions of 4 marks each.
3. There is no overall choice in this question paper.
4. Use of calculator is not permitted.
Section-A

1. Write the coefficient of x2 in (4 + 4x2;13x2 - S;.
2. If xae + 49 is divided by (x+l) then what is the remainder?
3. In the given figure, if mlln and a :b:Z: 3 then find the value of x.

4. Find the area of the triangle formed by joining the points (4,0), (0,0) and (0,4).
5. Write the mirror image of (1,-2) with respect to y-axis.
6. If P(x) =.x2 - 2'/1x+ I then find the value of P(2tfD.
Section-B

7. Simpliff , 15-t - s 1/ne + rc {[Tz
8. If x: ft, nna the value of x2 - 4x + I
9. Factorise : 8 -27f - 36a+ 5a*
10. In the given figure, we have
used.

AB

:

BC, BX = By. Show that

AX: Cy. State the axiom

I

l. In the given figure, AP and DP are bisectors of S

and

p. Prou. tJfizlg_PD: b*Lc

B

P

12. Using Heron's formula

(Take

perimeter is 24 cm'
find the area of an equilateral triangle whose

,13:1.732)
Sqction-C

I 3. Rationalise the

14.

denominato' of

##
(

If x =2 + fithen find the value of x3 + fi

g

+ (x-b)3 + (x-c)3- 3(x-a) (x-b) (x-c) if a + s + =
b'
are both factors of ax2 + 5x * b show that a:

15. Find the value of (x-a)3
16.

If (x - 3) and G-: )

17. In the given figure,

18.

if QPIIML

then find the value of

lx'

x'

point of BD' Prove that P is also the mid
In the given figure, ABIIDC and P is the mid
point of AC.

AB
'

19.

prove that the bisectors of the
If nvo parallel lines are intersected by a transvelsal,
intersect each other
interior angles on the same side sf trarrsversal

at

right angles'

r'

20. In the given figure, PS is the bisector

offqfn

and

PTIQR. Show that :

C

rffi

on the number line' Mention the steps also.
22.Theperimeter of a triangle is 450 m and its sides are in the ratio 13 :

21. Represent

12: 5. Find the

area of the triangle.

Section-D

23.rf

<*a,6

#:

a+b{Z,

find the value of

a and b.

24. Factorise: x3 + l3x2 a3)v+20
25. The polynomial p(x) *o - 2x3 +3x2 - ax * 3a- 7 when divided by (x + 1) leaves the
remainder 19. Find the value of 'a'. Also find the remainder when p(x) is divided by (x

:

+2).

26...^,..
,t\ralUatC:
-".

(r'- y')t+ (y'-

2213+ 1zz

-

x2)3

27. Roshan's maid has two children. Both of them have equal number of dresses. Roshan on
his birthday plans to give both of them sarne number of dresses. What you can say about
the number of dresses each of them will have after Roshan's birthday? Which Euclid
axiom is used to answer this question? What valuq is Roshan depicting by doing so?

Write two more Euclid Axioms.
28. Plot the points O(0,0); B(3,0) and D(0,3) on graph. Complete the square OBCD. Find
the coordinates of point C. Also find the area of the square OBCD'
i

2g.Theanglesofatriangleare(x-40)o,(x-20)"*a(i-10)".Findthevalueofxand

((

then the angles of the triangle.
30. AABC and ADBC are two isosceles triangles on the same base BC and vertices
are on the same side of BC. If AD is extended to intersect BC at P, show that :

(i)
(ii)
(iii)

AABD = AACD
AABP = AACP
AP bisects /-Aaswell as fD

BEST OF LUCK

A and D

